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• Introduction

 Dark Energy ~ 0



• Introduction

What is the real nature of 
Dark Energy?

95% of the cosmic 
matter/energy is a 
mystery.

 Dark Energy ~ 0



暗能量

SNe Ia

LSS

CMB

The current universe is accelerating!

2011	N.P.	in	Physics

物質

暗
能
量

Concordance region:
  68% dark energy
  27% dark matter
    5% atoms  





W
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‘Most embarrassing observation in physics’ – 
that’s the only quick thing I can say about dark 
energy that’s also true.”        

IAS, Princeton

W语录

W语录



• Some basic concepts in cosmology

Homogeneity is the statement that the Universe looks the same at each point, 
while isotropy states that the Universe looks the same in all directions.

Our large-scale Universe possesses two important properties, homogeneity and isotropy.

Redshift z:
where λem and λobs are the wavelengths of light at the points of emission (the galaxy) and observation (us), v is a speed of a nearby object.

Hubble's law

HO is known as Hubble's constant.

Cosmological principle: the Universe looks the same whoever and wherever you are.

宇宙学原理：宇宙不仅仅没有中⼼（均勻的），
⽽且是各向同性的。这个宇宙由FRW模型描述。



Big Bang

A model of the evolution of the Universe from such
 a beginning is known as the Big Bang Cosmology.

In the distant past everything in the Universe was much closer together. Indeed, trace the history 
back far enough and everything comes together. The initial explosion is known as the Big Bang,

Comoving coordinates carried along with the expansion.

real distance r and comoving distance x

a(t) is known as the scale factor of the Universe.

Friedmann equation

Newtonian gravity

k

a(t0) = 1 at present time t = t0.
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The larger the redshift z 
means the earlier the event.



The first law of thermodynamics (an expanding volume V of unit comoving radius)

Assuming a reversible expansion dS = 0 and 

fluid equation

The equation of state w = p/ρ

1+3w}
Positive acceleration clearly requires

Continuity equation

☞  



A summary of possible geometries.

A flat universe can have zero total energy.

k > 0

k = 0

k < 0k = -2U/mx2 = 0

The Hubble parameter

H0 ≡ 100h km s−1 Mpc−1
The Hubble constant

The density parameter the critical density

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-energy_universe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-energy_universe
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Radiation dominates at early 
times (small a), then Matter, 
and finally Dark Energy.

➛  ρ =constant

(Einstein, Nov. 25, 1915)



For the flat universe of k=0: ΩOM + ΩDM +  ΩDE  =  1

ΩOM ~ 5%, ΩDM ~ 27% and ΩDE ~ 68%where

(ΩM=ΩOM + ΩDM )



Sullivan et al. (2011)
WMAP7

What is the value of the equation of state w for Dark Energy?

Does w vary with time? ☞``dynamical” dark energy 

w = p/ρ• Equation of state of Dark Energy

• Dark Energy



w(z) increases with z
w<-1         w>-1

☞ w=-1

w=-1 : the phantom 
         divide line

w<-1:phantom phase

w>-1 :non-phantom phase

phantom crossing

CPL



W
W
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(Einstein equations)!

ΛCDM

Modified Gravity Modified Matter

Quintessence 
K-essence
Quintom or
Nonsense
........

f(R) gravity 
Scalar-tensor
DGP
f(T)
.......

Two main approaches to Dark Energy

The simplest model: cosmological constant Λ

• Dynamical Dark Energy models 

1 8
2

visible
uv uv uv uvR g R g GTπ− +Λ = CDM

uvT+
DE
uvT+

The standard cosmology is based upon 
GR and is consistent with observations

Dynamical DE 



☞  

Comments on the ΛCDM model:

☞  A difference of 120 orders of magnitude 

This corresponds to the energy scale!
If this originates from vacuum energy in particle physics, !

Cosmological constant problem!

(known even before the discovery of dark energy)!

Coincidence problem ☞  

Cosmological
constant:

``biggest blunder’’

Fine-tuning problem S. WeinbergQ1: Why so small?

Q2: Why now?



A slowly rolling (nearly) homogeneous scalar field can accelerate the universe

Dynamical V

Rolling scalar field dark energy is called “quintessence”

Quintessence 

Some quintessence potentials

Exponential (Wetterich, Peebles & Ratra)

PNGB aka Axion (Frieman et al) 

Exponential with prefactor (AA & Skordis)

Inverse Power Law (Ratra & Peebles, Steinhardt et al)



…they cover a variety of behavior.

a = “cosmic scale factor” ≈ time

z=0z=4 z=1



Quintessence
Phantom

or but no crossing of w= -1

K-essence

HessenceQuintom=Quintessence+Phantom= ☞  

Remarks on Modified Matter Theories:

the kinetic energy of the scalar field is negative .

However,  it is clearly problematic 
due to the UV quantum instability.

Is there a gravity theory with phantom 
crossing without the stability problem? ☞  

Modified 
Gravity 
Theory

(with the phantom crossing of w= -1)
``Nonsense!’’

``The phantom of  the OPERA’’

  



• Modified gravity theories

f(R) = R - 2Λ ☞  the ΛCDM model



☞

Others:

 f(R) gravity:

constraints from the equivalence principle and solar-system



1.

2.

3.

4.

For example:

``Cosmological evolution in exponential gravity,’’ 
    K. Bamba, CQG and C.C. Lee, JCAP 1008, 021 (2010);
``Observational constraints on exponential gravity,’’ 
    L. Yang, C.C. Lee, L.W. Luo, CQG, PRD82, 103515 (2010).



The Friedmann equations:

The dark energy  equation of state:

The action of f(R) gravity with matter:





z=0 z=4z=1



b. In the past (z>0), the phantom crossing is a generic feature in the 
     popular viable f(R) gravity theories.

c. However, the tendency seems to be opposite to the data, i.e., the crossing 
   is from non-phantom (w>-1) to phantom phase (w<-1) in f(R), whereas the 
  data indicates that it is from phantom to non-phantom phase, as z increases.

Several Remarks on f(R):
a. In f(R) gravity, the phantom phase of w<-1 is allowed without the  
     stability problem unlike the  phantom model.

d. In the Future: z<0  ``Generic feature of future crossing of phantom divide in viable f(R) gravity models,’’ 
    K. Bamba, CQG and C.C. Lee, JCAP1011, 001 (2010). 



Alternative Gravitational Theory

Einstein's unified field theory:
``Riemannian Geometry with Maintaining the 
Notion of Distant Parallelism’’
(Teleparallelism, Einstein 1928)

Torsion scalar (Einstein 1929)

Teleparallel Lagrangian is equivalent to 
the Riemann scalar (Lanczos 1929)

Generalization: New General Relativity (NGR)
(Hayashi & Shirafuji 1979)

• Teleparallel Dark Energy

Teleparallel gravity:





Riemann�

Minkowski�

TELE-PARALLEL GEOMETRY�



Teleparallel gravity:

Teleparallel gravity:

:

quadratic form in terms of torsion tensor





Teleparallel dark energy:
CQG, C.C. Lee, E. N. Saridakis,Y.P. Wu, ``Teleparallel dark energy,’’ 
                     Phys. Lett. B704, 384 (2011) [arXiv:1109.1092 [hep-th]];
CQG, C.C. Lee, E.Saridakis,  ``Observational constraints on teleparallel dark energy,’’
                     JCAP 1201, 002 (2012) [arXiv:1110.0913 [astro-ph.CO].

Friedmann equations:

canonical

non-minimal coupling to T

potential



The torsion energy density and pressure:

Equation of state:



No potential

Field equations:

Eff. EoS:        +1            -1                  NA                    0                    1/3

Teleparallel Dark Energy with V=0
J.A. Gu, C.C. Lee, CQG, ``Teleparallel dark energy with purely non-minimal 
coupling to gravity,’’ PLB718, 722 (2013) [arXiv:1204.4048 [astro-ph.CO]].







 Dark energy appears to be the dominant component of the 
physical Universe, yet there is no persuasive theoretical 
explanation. The acceleration of the Universe is, along with 
dark matter, the observed phenomenon which most directly 
demonstrates that our fundamental theories of particles and 
gravity are either incorrect or incomplete.  Most experts believe 
that nothing short of a revolution in our understanding of 
fundamental physics will be required to achieve a full 
understanding of the cosmic acceleration.  For these reasons, 
the nature of dark energy ranks among the very most 
compelling of all outstanding problems in physical science. It 
demands an ambitious observational program to determine the 
dark energy properties as soon as possible.

From the Dark Energy Task Force report  (2006)
www.nsf.gov/mps/ast/detf.jsp (astro-ph/0690591)

Type Ia Supernovae (SNIa) Baryon Acoustic Oscillation (BAO)

Weak Lensing (WL) Galaxy Cluster (CL)

http://www.nsf.gov/mps/ast/detf.jsp
http://www.nsf.gov/mps/ast/detf.jsp


Four Major Observational Techniques  

SNIa

Weak
Lensing

Galaxy
Clusters

BAO





GW150914

Feb. 11, 2016

1.3 billion light year away (1017m)

time shifted by 0.007 seconds

• Gravitational Waves 引⼒波
Sept. 15, 2015





SPECIAL BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE IN 
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS AWARDED

May 2, 2016 (San Francisco)

$3 million prize shared between LIGO founders Ronald W. P. Drever, 
Kip S. Thorne and Rainer Weiss + 1012 contributors to the discovery

Ronald W P Drever
Professor of Physics, Emeritus, California Institute of Technology, USA
Kip S Thorne
Feynman Professor of Theoretical Physics, Emeritus, California Institute of Technology, USA

Rainer Weiss
Professor Emeritus in Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA



FOR DETECTION OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES 
100 YEARS AFTER ALBERT EINSTEIN 

PREDICTED THEIR EXISTENCE

SPECIAL BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE IN 
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS AWARDED

May 2, 2016 (San Francisco)

$3 million prize shared between LIGO founders Ronald W. P. Drever, 
Kip S. Thorne and Rainer Weiss + 1012 contributors to the discovery

Opening new horizons in astronomy and physics



2016 Gruber Cosmology Prize
USD: 0.5 millionMay 4, 2016, New Haven, CT

pursuing a vision to observe the universe in 
gravitational waves, leading to a first detection



The Shaw Prize in Astronomy (⾹港May 31, 2016) 

US$1.2 million

for conceiving and designing the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave 
Observatory (LIGO), whose recent direct detection of gravitational waves opens 
a new window in astronomy, with the first remarkable discovery being the merger 
of a pair of stellar mass black holes.



2016年卡弗⾥(Kavli)奖在挪威揭晓(2016.06.02)
USD:1million



美国加州理⼯学院的罗奈尔特·德雷弗（Ronald W.P. 

Drever）、基普·索恩（Kip S. Thorne），以及美国⿇省

理⼯学院的雷纳·韦斯（Rainer Weiss）因为“直接探测到

引⼒波”⽽共同获得了第五届卡弗⾥天体物理学奖。

这次探测首次验证了在强场情况下的爱因斯坦⼴义相对
论，确立了引⼒波的性质，证实了30倍于太阳质量⿊洞
的存在。引⼒波的发现，打开了探索宇宙的新窗⼝。



Rainer Weiss Kip Thorne

Rainer Weiss, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish and Ronald Drever

Scientists whose work led to the detection of gravitational waves

Smithsonian, American Ingenuity Award
Dec.  2016

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/


2016 Nobel Prize in Physics?

Rainer Weiss, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/


2016 Nobel Prize in Physics?

Rainer Weiss, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish

Barish became the principal investigator of the Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) in 
1994 and director in 1997. He led the effort through the 
approval of funding by the NSF National Science Board in 
1994, the construction and commissioning of the LIGO 
interferometers in Livingston, LA and Hanford, WA in 1997. 

But some influential physicists, including previous Nobel 
laureates, say the prize, which can be split three ways at 
most, should include somebody else: Barry Barish.

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/


Oct.  2017

2017 Nobel Prize in Physics?

deceased at age 86
 (Oct. 26, 1931-Mar. 7, 2017)

Rainer Weiss, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish

Barish became the principal investigator of the Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) in 
1994 and director in 1997. He led the effort through the 
approval of funding by the NSF National Science Board in 
1994, the construction and commissioning of the LIGO 
interferometers in Livingston, LA and Hanford, WA in 1997. 

But some influential physicists, including previous Nobel 
laureates, say the prize, which can be split three ways at 
most, should include somebody else: Barry Barish.

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/


Oct.  2017

2017 Nobel Prize in Physics?

deceased at age 86
 (Oct. 26, 1931-Mar. 7, 2017)Rainer Weiss Barry Barish

Rainer Weiss, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish

Kip Thorne

Barish became the principal investigator of the Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) in 
1994 and director in 1997. He led the effort through the 
approval of funding by the NSF National Science Board in 
1994, the construction and commissioning of the LIGO 
interferometers in Livingston, LA and Hanford, WA in 1997. 

But some influential physicists, including previous Nobel 
laureates, say the prize, which can be split three ways at 
most, should include somebody else: Barry Barish.

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
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http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/wave-catchers-ligo-team-winner-smithsonian-ingenuity-awards-2016-physical-sciences-180961124/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/
http://www.ligo.caltech.edu/


LIGO Interferometer Concept 

所用仪器是和1887年迈克耳逊的⼲涉仪基本相同的原
理。⼲涉仪向不同⽅向发出两束激光，在两个长臂中来
回后进⾏⼲涉，从⼲涉图像可以测量出两臂的微小差异



LIGO Interferometer Concept 
●  Laser used to measure 

relative  lengths of two 
orthogonal arms   

As a wave
 passes,  the
 arm lengths
 change in
 different
 ways…. 

 

…causing the
 interference pattern

 to change at the
 photodiode  

!  Arms in LIGO are 4km  
!  Measure  difference in length

 to one part in 1021 or 10-18

 meters 
  

所用仪器是和1887年迈克耳逊的⼲涉仪基本相同的原
理。⼲涉仪向不同⽅向发出两束激光，在两个长臂中来
回后进⾏⼲涉，从⼲涉图像可以测量出两臂的微小差异



LIGO Livingston Observatory!



LIGO Hanford Observatory !



LIGO  
Simultaneous Detection 

"

3002 km!

(L/c = 10 ms)!

Hanford  
Observatory 

Livingston 
Observatory 

Caltech 

MIT 



 LIGO 
  LIGO"

beam tube!











LIGO Scientific Collaboration
• 1500+ members, 85+ institutions, 16+ countries





The GW Detector Network~2020

Current operating facilities in the global network include the twin LIGO detectors—in Hanford, 
Washington, and Livingston, Louisiana—and GEO600 in Germany. The Virgo detector in Italy and the 
Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector (KAGRA) in Japan are undergoing upgrades and are expected to 
begin operations in 2016 and 2018, respectively. A sixth observatory is being planned in India. 

美國

美國
德國

義⼤利 ⽇本

印度



Virgo 義⼤利



New Astrophysics!

Stellar binary black holes do exist!
Form and merge in time scales accessible to us
Predictions previously encompassed [0 – 103] / Gpc3 / yr 
Now we exclude lowest end: rate > 1 Gpc3 / yr

Masses (M > 20 Mḇ ) are large compared with known stellar mass BHs

Testing GR!
Most relativistic binary know today : 

J0737-3039 Orbital velocity

GW150914 : Highly disturbed black holes Non-linear dynamics

Confirms predictions of General Relativity

Access to the properties of space-time

If  vGW < c, gravitational waves then have a modified dispersion
relation.  We see no evidence of modified inspiral LIMIT  90% Confidence!



1915 General Relativity

Space and Time:  Spacetime!
Spacetime tells matter how to move, and matter tells spacetime how to curve

(Einstein equations)!

Explains just as well as
Newton’s why things fall 
and planetary motion…

When masses move, they wrinkle 
the spacetime fabric, making 
other masses move ... 

June 1916  Eienstein      ``Gravitational Wave’‘                   
ripple in the curvature of spacetime

The last prediction of General Relativity!

(Einstein, Nov. 25, 1915)

John Wheeler



Maxwell 1865 → Hertz 1887 :  23 年 Einstein 1916 → LIGO 2016 :  100 年

電磁波產⽣和探測 引⼒波探測：LIGO臂長4公⾥

電磁場
Vector Field

重⼒場
Tensor Field

偶極⼦輻射
Dipole Radiation

四極⼦輻射
Quadrupole Radiation

接受電磁波
產⽣電磁波

⾼壓線圈





Big Picture

Gravitational Waves EM Waves 

Source:!
~ any accelerating matter!
!
Weak coupling:!
Imaging impractical:!

(strong sources) !
<~ wavelength!
!

•  Hard to make & detect!
•  Hard to obscure!

Source:!
~any accelerating charge!
s!
Strong coupling:!
Imaging often practical:!

(common sources)!
 >> wavelength!
!

•  Easy to make & detect!
•  Easy to obscure!





Sources 

f(Hz)! λ(m)!

10-8! 1016!

10-4! 1012!

10-2! 1010!

108!

106!

104!

1!

102!

10-6!

104!

Big bang!

Merging !
Black Holes:!
Big (center of galaxy)!
Small (post-supernova)!

Supernovae!

Spinning !
neutron stars!

…and more!!

Detectors 

Pulsar timing!
CMB fluctuations!

Space-based interferometers!
(LISA)!

Ground-based interferometers!
(LIGO/VIRGO/GEO/TAMA)!



Sources 

f(Hz)! λ(m)!

10-8! 1016!

10-4! 1012!

10-2! 1010!

108!

106!

104!

1!

102!

10-6!

104!

Big bang!

Merging !
Black Holes:!
Big (center of galaxy)!
Small (post-supernova)!

Supernovae!

Spinning !
neutron stars!

…and more!!

Detectors 

Pulsar timing!
CMB fluctuations!

Space-based interferometers!
(LISA)!

Ground-based interferometers!
(LIGO/VIRGO/GEO/TAMA)!

LISA (planned)!

LIGO (running)!



Indirect Detecting Gravitational Waves (1974) 

Observed pulsar binaries!

Joseph Taylor

Russell Hulse



Indirect Detecting Gravitational Waves (1974) 

Observed pulsar binaries!

Joseph Taylor

Russell Hulse



Indirect Detecting Gravitational Waves (1974) 

(Nobel Prize, 1993)!

Observed pulsar binaries!

Joseph Taylor

Russell Hulse



Quadrupole NOT dipole
Spacetime itself is what ``Waves”



``OBSERVATION	OF	THE	THERMAL	FLUCTUATIONS	OF	A	GRAVITATIONAL-WAVE	DETECTOR”			
J.	Weber,	PRL	1966	(Received	3	October	1966)

Weber Bar (50 Years ago)

Strains	as	small	as	a	few	parts	in	1016	are	observable	
for	a	compressional	mode	of	a	large	cylinder.

``GRAVITATIONAL	RADIATION”
		J.	Weber,	PRL	1967	(Received	8	February	1967)

The	results	of	two	years	of	opera=on	of	a	1660-cps	
gravita=onal-wave	detector	are	reviewed.	The	
possibility	that	some	gravita=onal	signals	may	have	
been	observed	cannot	completely	be	ruled	out.	New
gravimeter-noise	data	enable	us	to	place	low	limits	
on	gravita=onal	radia=on	in	the	vicinity	of	the	earth's
normal	modes	near	one	cycle	per	hour,	implying	an
energy-density	limit	over	a	given	detec=on	mode
smaller	than	that	needed	to	provide	a	closed	universe.

Direct Detecting Gravitational Waves in 1966?



Direct Detecting Gravitational Waves 20150914
Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory: LIGO 

Sensitivity needed? (LIGO)!
ΔL ~ h L  ~ 10-21 4km!
       ~ 4 x 10-16 cm !
    laser light  ~ 10-4cm!
    atom          ~ 10-8cm !
    proton        ~ 10-13cm!

L=4 km

L=4 km





The Gravitation-Wave (GW) Spectrum Classification�



Strain power spectral density (psd) amplitude vs. frequency 
for various GW detectors and GW sources



Normalized GW spectral energy density Ωgw vs. frequency 
for GW detector sensitivities and GW sources



Three Kinds of GW Researchers in future

Experimentalists (Experimental Astronomers/Physicists):   

Multi-Messenger Astronomers:

Theoretical Physicists/Cosmologists: 

 Working on detectors and data 

 Working on astrophysics

Working on fundamental and theoretical physics

• Future Prospectives ! " # $



Advanced LIGO has detected GWs from stellar-mass binary 
black hole mergers. We will see a global network of second 
generation km-size interferometers for GW detection soon.  
Scaling with the achieved detection,  third  generation detectors 
would be to detect more than 100,000 5σ-GW events per year. 

•  Present'aLIGO'sensi.vity:'∼'one'54σ'
'''''event'per'3'months.'
•  Goal'second'genera.on'sensi.vity:''
'''''100'54σ'events'per'year'
•  Improved'2nd'gen.:'x2,'80041000'events/yr'
•  First'genera.on'sensi.vity:'
'''''several'34σ'events'per'year'!'one'should'look'at'the'past'data'and''
'''''try'to'search'for'them'with'beKer'efforts'and'methods'
•  Third'genera.on'sensi.vity'!'100,000'or'more'54σ'events'per'year'
''''''Plenty'compared'to'some'other'branches'of'physics'and'astronomy�





Another avenue for real-time direct detection is from the PTAs. 
The PTA bound on stochastic GW background already excludes 
most theoretical models; this may mean we could detect very low 
frequency GWs anytime soon with a longer time scale.

Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs)
PPTA, NANOGrav, EPTA, IPTA,FAST, SKA
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Although the prospect of a launch of space GW is only expected in about 
20 years, the detection in the low frequency band may have the largest 
signal to noise ratios. This will enable the detailed study of black hole co-
evolution with galaxies and with the dark energy issue. LISA Pathfinder has 
been launched on December 3, 2015. This will pave the technology road for 
GW space missions.

A Compilation of GW Mission 
Proposals LISA Pathfinder 
Launched on December 3, 2015�

LISA! " #
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Foreground separation and correlation detection method need to be 
investigated to achieve the sensitivities 10-16-10-17 or beyond in Ωgw to study 
the primordial GW background for exploring very early universe and 
possibly quantum gravity regimes.
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2016—2020年进行预研和关键技术突破；

2020—2025年进行关键技术应用和验证；

2025—2033年进行测试和发射。
发射3颗卫星组成等边三角形探测星组，在位于偏

离地球—太阳⽅向约18—20度的位置进⾏绕⽇运⾏。
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    由三颗全同卫星(SC1，SC2，SC3)组成⼀个等边三角
形阵列，三颗卫星互相之间⽤激光进⾏联系，与地球⼀块
绕太阳运⾏。它将探测⼀个距离地球16000光年、周期仅
有5.4分钟的超紧凑双⽩矮星系统所产⽣的引⼒波。
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在中國西藏阿⾥（海拔5100⽶），北半球
最好的觀測點（海拔⾼，⼤氣稀薄，以及⽔
氣含量低）。其它三個都在南半球：南極，
智利，格林蘭島。
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FAST Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical Telescope

在中國貴州省平塘縣 ⼤窩凼窪地，2016年9⽉建成
观测到全天的脉冲星或者某⼀⽅向上的多
个脉冲星周期发⽣变化，探测到引⼒波。

    由三颗全同卫星(SC1，SC2，SC3)组成⼀个等边三角
形阵列，三颗卫星互相之间⽤激光进⾏联系，与地球⼀块
绕太阳运⾏。它将探测⼀个距离地球16000光年、周期仅
有5.4分钟的超紧凑双⽩矮星系统所产⽣的引⼒波。

https://zh.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E5%A4%A7%E7%AA%9D%E5%87%BC%E6%B4%BC%E5%9C%B0&action=edit&redlink=1
https://zh.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E5%A4%A7%E7%AA%9D%E5%87%BC%E6%B4%BC%E5%9C%B0&action=edit&redlink=1
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